https://wellnecity.com/job/business-analyst/

Healthcare Business Analyst
Description
Help us change the rules of healthcare and create the future! Are you strong with
data? Help us outpace other innovators in healthcare to deliver better care to
patients, decrease cost, and improve population health. Do you enjoy structuring
problems that can be solved through data analytic methods? Are you intrigued by
an environment with an ever-growing list of business problems that can now be
solved through sound data analytics?

Hiring organization
Wellnecity

Job Location
500 W. 5th St, 27101, WinstonSalem, North Carolina

Date posted
April 17, 2020

We are looking for strong business analysts to complement and support a client
service team

Responsibilities
Use statistical methods to analyze data and generate useful business
insights
Create models to identify trends and track changes across time
Work with management team to structure an analytic environment that
supports ongoing problem-solving leveraging expanding data tied to people
and healthcare
Perform end to end analysis from data ingestion / validation to insight
generation, helping clients gain better insights into their Health Plan
Develop and deliver analyses and reports to internal and external
stakeholders
Support R&D to help better understand people and their healthcare usage
patterns and identify strategies to decrease cost and improve health
outcomes

Qualifications
Bachelor’s degree required, Master’s preferred with practical or academic
experience in data analytics
Demonstrated success in team environments
Strong written and verbal communication skills
Detailed analytical abilities demonstrated either through coursework or job
experience
A natural curiosity for identifying issues within data and developing business
solutions
Data Visualization skills a plus (e.g., Tableau or PowerBI)
Experience in financial modeling a plus, but not required
Experience in Google Cloud Platform a plus, but not required
Experience in the healthcare industry a plus, but not required
Practical application ability with Microsoft Office Suite
SQL experience required; R and Python a plus
Ability to work in a fast-paced environment
Wellnecity is an Equal Opportunity Employer, and all qualified applicants will
receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, age, religion,
sex (including pregnancy and gender identity), national origin, sexual orientation,
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disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by
law.
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